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4 5We are SWIZA® We are SWIZA®

The pure and 
sharpened 
know-how of 
an industrial  
heritage 

Ever since 1904, we have been 
the descendants of a long line of 
watchmakers, inheriting their know-how 
in the cutlery sector from one of the 
jewels in the crown of the Swiss Jura 
industry. We manufacture pocket knives 
according to the highest quality standards 
in Switzerland. SWIZA® is an independent 
ambassador of Swiss microtechnology 
and manufacturing art. 



Pure. Sharp.
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A human scale company, 
SWIZA® prioritises short circuits  
within the regional economics  
to guarantee personalised  
and local services. 

A pleasant  
Swiss Jura based 
atmosphere 
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Our ability 
at our  
fingertips, 
passion is  
at the heart 
of our  
profession. 

We assert our position 
as a leader of the Swiss 
microtechnology man-
ufacturing industry. Our 
conformity is made clear 
on a daily basis through 
the expertise of our team, 
the quality of our products 
and the precision of their 
execution. As a flexible and 
responsive organisation, 
we strive for excellence 
with cost-effective perfor-
mance while respecting 
social and environmental 
values.



Our products are entirely manufactured in Switzerland. 
We focus on a local approach and precision to guaran-
tee products without compromising on quality, safety  
or durability. The satisfaction of our customers and 
stakeholders is at the heart of our day-to-day activities. 
We strive for continuous improvement and innovation.

Made in Jura
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SWIZA® takes you to a world where design and  
functionality combine with a hundred-year-old Swiss 
precision. Locally manufactured in a dynamic organisa-
tion, it offers a great deal of opportunities to better  
serve your needs. Highly customisable, they are 
your travel companion, they take after you, they say 
everything about you. In the cutlery language, the ribs 
are the front and back that build the knife’s handle.  
Several options for material are available to customise 
your own knife. In plastic with a “soft touch” finish, that 
allows a comfortable control and a non-slip grip knife.  
In different types of wood such as oak, walnut  
or olive which make each knife unique.

14 Product

SWIZA® knife
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Our technical assets lie  
on the fundamentals of 
the quality of our tools.  
As a matter of fact, our 
blades are made of stain-
less steel and have a safety 
locking device. We make  
it a major point to man-
ufacture innovative and 
practical tools such as a 
tick tool which has been 
developed by our experts.

Rewarded in 
2016 as a pillar 
of excellence 
with the  
Reddot award. 
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Signature 
Collection 

Rooted in the Swiss Jura, the SWIZA®  
company is nestled in and surrounded  
by nature. This Signature collection aims 
to represent the beauty of this area  
of Switzerland, depicting the changing 
seasons through the use of colours  
and types of wood.
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The color of this singular model is inspired by the golden 
hues found in the leaves of Jura trees during the Indian 
summer. In addition to cutting-edge knowledge about 
tools, SWIZA® attaches great importance to the aesthetic 
of its knives. For this reason, we make sure to invest a 
great deal of know-how within the company, such as 
sandblasting our tools to give them a matte finish, like 
this emblematic model. Le Signature has 11 functions: 
a 75mm blade, a sharp awl and needle with eye, a can 
opener, a bottle opener, and of course, the must-have 
5-spire corkscrew.

Le Signature

Model  D03 AM

Material  Plastic

Color  Gold

Finish  Allmat

Functions Blade / Sharp awl / Can opener / Tweezer
  Bottle opener -Screwdriver / Corksrew
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Swiss forests surround us and cover a large area of the 
country. L’épicéa is one of the most common tree spe-
cies in our region. SWIZA’s l’Epicéa model is indisputably 
the perfect knife for outdoor activities, with its must-have 
tick tool and wood saw. Ticks are becoming increasingly 
common and persistent everywhere you go, nothing is 
better than a tool to remove them. A ring allows you to 
attach your knife to your belt or backpack, so that you 
can keep it at hand.

L’Epicéa

Model  TT05 R

Material  Plastic

Color  Olive

Finish  Polished

Functions Blade / Saw / Sharp awl / Tick tool with a magnifying glass 
  Bottle opener -Screwdriver / Corksrew / Ring / Tweezer
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Le mont Chasseral is the panoramic point of the Jura 
Mountains, which rises to 1606m offering a breathtaking 
view of the Alps, a part of the Franche-Comté located in 
France, the Alsace plain, the Vosges and the Forêt-Noire. 
What could be more Swiss than a pocket knife with a 
blade specially designed for cheese ? Its cheese blade 
will allow you to cut easily through both hard and soft 
cheese. The knife also contains other useful tools for a 
picnic: a bottle opener, a serrated blade, a sharp awl and 
a corkscrew.

Le Chasseral

Model  CH05T R

Material  Plastic

Color  White

Finish  Polished

Functions Serrated blade / Cheese blade / Sharp awl / Bottle opener 
  Can opener -Screwdriver / Corksrew / Ring / Tweezer
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This monochrome model is a must in the Signature col-
lection with its sophisticated look, coloured in black which 
will charm urban explorers who look for new adventures. 
Le Graphite model from SWIZA® has 11 functions: a 75 
mm blade, a sharp awl and needle with eye, a can opener, 
a bottle opener and the 5-spire corkscrew. The stainless 
steel tools have a matte black finish. Two treatments are 
needed to obtain this refined result.

Le Graphite

Model  D03 AB

Material  Plastic

Color  Black

Finish  Allblack

Functions Blade / Sharp awl / Can opener / Tweezer
  Bottle opener -Screwdriver / Corksrew
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Le Chêne des Bosses, also known as the thousand-
year-old oak tree in Châtillon Switzerland is a part of our 
protected heritage in Jura. Masterful tree, king of Swiss  
forests, the oak is a symbol of nobility and wisdom. It 
is also synonymous with durability, reminding us of our 
values and our guarantee in quality. This premium knife 
has 2 specific tools which are the “single hand” blade and 
a tick tool developed by our experts.

Le Châtillon

Model  SH03TR TT

Material  Wood

Color  Oak

Finish  Polished

Functions Single hand opening / Sharp awl / Tweezer
  Tick tool with a magnifying glass / Bottle opener  
  - Screwdriver / Corkscrew / Ring
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The SWIZA® Néo-Rétro knife symbolises our vision of tra-
dition in the service of innovation and design. We work 
with materials with a certain stylistic expression, com-
bining the matte treatment of the blade with the walnut 
ribs in a bold and sharp way that make this knife modern 
and vintage. Le Néo-Rétro has all the essential tools for 
a nature excursion or in the city: a sharp awl and needle 
with eye, a can opener, a bottle opener and the 5-spire 
corkscrew. The tools have been sandblasted to a matte 
finish, giving the knife a premium look.

Le Néo-Rétro

Model  SH03 AM

Material  Wood

Color  Walnut

Finish  Allmat

Functions Single Hand opening / Sharp awl / Can opener  
  Bottle opener - Screwdriver / Corkscrew 
  Ring / Tweezer
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Pure. Sharp.



Outdoor 
Explorer
SWIZA® is committed to the everyday 
explorers: campers, hikers, skiers. No 
matter your passion, we have the perfect 
knife to be by your side on every adven-
ture. Whether it’s a wood saw, a single 
hand blade or a tick tool, your knife will 
be in your pocket when you need it.

46 Outdoor Explorer

All  
About  
you
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Animal
Lover

Swiza® knows that your 
pet is a loved one with 
whom you share a lot  
of time. We make sure 
to develop many tools 
to look after your animal 
companion. Tick tool,  
a hoof pick or a comb,  
these are our must-have 
items, and we are sure to 
thrill any pet lover.

50 Animal Lover
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WE  
ARE
WHERE
YOU  
ARE



DIY
Creator
Sometimes, we simply want to do things 
on our own. That’s the reason why our 
pocket knives provide you with good 
quality accessories to improve your 
creativity. You will always need a blade 
that slices the first time, a pair of scissors 
with a good grip and a sharp tool to strip 
a wire quickly. SWIZA® knife is there for 
you! You have no idea what you can  
do with it yet.

54 DIY Creator
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